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USING MISC-a AND MAT SCORES FROM Ppm l'anNIC GROUPS

Daniel 3. Reschly
Iowa State University

Darrell L. Sabers Keith E. Meredith
University of Arizona

The recent HEW Conference in Atlanta on nondiscritory testing and the

r-4

r-4
still pending court suit in San Francisco (Larry P. vs Wilson Riles) regarding

CNJ
the use.of individual intelligence tests are but two of the many recent ez-

.

pressions of concern about the use of stanAprdized tests wits minority students.

1.4) in the Larry P. case the preliminary hearing resulted in an injunction suspend-
.

ing the use of individual intelligence tests with 731ack students in California.

In this court case as well as in other annexts, decisions about future test.

use were based on the notion of test bias, a concept which is subject to a

variety of interpretations.

The current literature on test bias includes highly diverse opinions on
0

this crucial issue. Three general conceptualizations of test bias seem espe-

cially prominent. One point of view indicts stanAPrdivel tests as biased

whenever raen differences in performance are found among different groups.

Specifically, tests are defined as biased if different racial and/or ethnic

groups obtain scores which on the average are beldw population means. Advocates

of this point of view (e.g., Jackson, 1975; Willtang, 1974) emphasize a

14) . .
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discrepancy in test content and cultural background and/or the influence of

.0

testing atmosphere (e.g., erPTriner, setting) as the major elemaats of bias.

Almost all current standardized tests are characterized as not only biased;,

, buttalso unfair and discr4T,4,-,Ptciry. Bevlsions of present tests in the di-ec-

tion of greater cultural specificity and/or complete abolition of current test-

ing practices ate frequently suggested as remedies.

A second Position on the test bias COacept stresses the use of standard-

ized tests in predicting academic achievement and/or success in employment

settings. From chis,Roint of view a test maybe defined as biased or =biased

dependini upon the effectiveness and accuracy of prediction for all groups of

Even though mean differences in performance on the test may exist,

e is regarded as unbiased if tfle test can be shown to be an accurate and

"fair" predictor ('.'fair" in this sense means that the same criterion score is

predic for individuals obiaining identical test scores regardless of group
4

membership). The following definition of test bias formulated by Cleary has

been frequently cited by investigators pursuing this line of reasoning.
4

A test is biased for members of a subgroup of the population if,
it the prediction.of a. criterion for.which the test is designed,
consistent nonzero errors of prediction are made for menbers of

the subgroup. In other words, the test is biased if the criterion
score predicted from the common regression line is consistently

///
too high or too low for members of the subgroup. With this

definition of bias, there may be a connotation of funfair,' par-
ticularly if the use of the test pioduces a prediction that ist

too low. (Cleary, 1968, p. 115)

Considerable research on test use was stimulated and guided by the Cleary

definition (e.g., Boehm, 1972; Cleary, 148;Kallingal, 1971; Pfeifer &

Sedlacek, 1971; Schmidt, Berner, & Bunter, 1973). The findings which emerged

from these studies indicated that tests were approximately equally valid for

Black and White groups at least in the college and employment settings studied.

3
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Moreover, errors of prediction. tend

3

to be in the direction of overprediction

for Blacks and anderprediction for W ites when the sable regression equation

, A.

:zap applied to'hoth groups.

Alternatives to the Cleary deli tion of test bins were suggested by

Thorndlkev(1971) and Cole (1973). These definitions continued the stress cD

predIxtiat accuracy and implied examination of regression planes as an imper-

_tent comment of attempts to assess degree of bias in test use.

A third conception of test bias in the literature recognizes the social

pclicLatlicatioms of test use. The fact that current tests predict accurately

for diver4T'groups does little or nothing in terns of reducing the historical

inequities among the gioups. Dar3inton (1971) suggested recognition of the

social policy issues inherent in any discussion of test bias. The culturally

and recently aniolified and stated'sep.itive position advocated by Darl

formally by Peterson and Novick (1976)

in the direction of socially desirable

involves adjustment of predictor scores

outcomes which =ay help rectify inequi-

ties among groups. Novick and Peterson (1976) express reluctance over advocacy

of a policy which is tantamount to reverse discrimination, but see the reverse

discrimination 'problem as potentially alleviated if degree of disadvantage is

.used in adjustil) test scores rather than racial or ethnic membership.

It is premature to speculate on which conception of test bias will prevail

among scholars and practitioners (courts and federal guidelines?). Because the

second and third conceptions of test bias imply continued use of test scores as

part of tiie decisiorc.meking process, it appears not only appropriate but neces-

sary to continue examinations of potential bias in test use. As Hunphreysput

it, "moves to abolish tests are =ore ostrich-like than human-like. The problem

rill sinply not go away." (p. 66, 1972)

a.

\
4
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The present analysis was undertaken to examine tIcntial bial in test use

in the context of a widely usedindiviAuP1 intelligence test and a popular

standardizec achievement test. Previous data on bias in test use ere generally

collected an college student samples or in adulz. ection-employment settings.

The present study provides data on school age all

f
ren using the Wechsler In-

telligence Scale for Children - Revised (WISC-B.) and the Metropolitan Achiever-

raw
melt Test (MAT) from four ethnic groups andtfive grade levels.

Method

Sample and Procedure

In November, 1973 the Division of Special Education, Arizona State Depart-

meat of LdLication funded a comprehensive study of handicapping conditions among

school age, children. The Pita County Special SerVices Cooperative was author-

ized to conduct a prevalence study within Pima County, a portion of which is

reported herein. Pima County is geographically large (92b0 square miles),

ethnically diverse (approximately 68% Anglo,25% Mexican American, 4% Black,

and 3% American Indian), and largely urbah in population (Tucson)...with extensive

and sparsely populated rural areas.

A. stratified om sample ofc1040 cbildren was selected wi numbers

from four ethnic-racial groups (Anglo, Black, Mexican American, and Papago

Indian with N = 260 per group), grade level (1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th), sea,

and urhait-rural residence. The tntire sample of Black children was selected

from the urban area and the entire sample of Papago Indian children was selected

from the rural area due to the yelp low proportion of urban InAiarg and rural

Blacks in Pima County:

a
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/ The cooperation of Tucson District #1, which enrolls abot 2/3 of all
A

school age children in the county, and all the rural senooldistricts in the

county was-obtained through contacts with district authorities. School district

enrollment rosters were used to randomly select the sample. Ethnicity was

determined by school data, and in some cases, by contacting parents.- Tucson

District #1 w as regarded as urban. Outlying districts, 25 miles or more from

Zucson, were regarded as rural. Parents of children selected in the initial

sample were contacted by letter or phone to explain the nature 61 the study and

to solicit written permission. If parent permission was not obtatned dug to

refusal, no reply, or the child withdrew from school, parents moved, etc.,

another child was selected from an alternative sample constituted by the above

process. In. the original sample of 1040 childfen, 672 of the parents granted

permission, 4Z refused perMission4 18Z did not reply and 11Z could riot be con-

tacted due to absence of address and phone or because the family had moved.

There were no appreciable differences among the groups in percentages of parents

.granting permission, refusing permission, no reply, on no address- family

As soon as parent permission was obtained, appointments were made with

school officials to madinister the various assessment procedues. The W/SC-R

was adni4teredby appropriately trained examilers and all -R p,rotocols

were further checked by the senior author for clerical and scar errors. The

MAT was usually administered in small'groups under SrP14143

Data Analysis

a l data were analyzed by a procedure t uses the rational

Gullikstn and.-Wilks (1950) and applied by Temp 1971). This proc

tions.

6
.e
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the hypothesis that the regression systems for the groups are essentially the

sane. The homogeneity of errors of estimate, slopes, and intercepts of the

separate regression equations are tested sequentially. Signif icant results at

any stage of the analysis leads to rejection'of ene hypothesis of a common

regression plane for the groups. In the present study the procedu.ie was used

to examine whether the relationship between the WISC-R and MAT was the sane for

all groups.

Result s
0

Due to various logistical problems, e.g., delays in receipt of parental

permissions, school scheduling problems, and availability of elardners to'

travel to remote areas, VISC-R scores were obtained for only 950 of the iginal

sattp.le, of 1040 students. Of the 950 students for whom WISC-R scores were avai32
.

able, MAT scores were obtained for' 910 students (Anglo N =4250, Black N = 222,

Mexican-American N = 215, and Papago Indian Ni' 223). TheNte.sults are based on

the 910 students 'for whorl bath scores were ava

The results of the Guiliksei-Wilks testing procedure to assess whether the

regression systems are equal within each grade and pair of tests are presented

in Table L. The standaid'errors of estima are test first by this procedure,

.s ..

....
,

i and as .indicated in Tall 14 of.the 30 ts'resultid in rejectiron of the
i .

\ ' \
hypothesis of equal errors of estAnate (p<.0 ). The slopet'are the examined

.
,

'. .

procedure, and 3 of the remaining sets regression lines were foundin this

to haw

exai2in

unequal slopes. The 13 rens is of regression equat were then
.

for 'equality of intere -.ts, and 10 m6e were rejected. Overaii,-but

of a tal of 30 sets of regre sion equations, the hypothesis of a common re-

nessIsystem for the four s was retain in only 3.cases. -.
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In Table 2 eke data on standar&errors'of estimate, slopes, ama intercepts

for the four groups and five grade levels are'preseated.

411

Discussion and ST.Prrnry

A search of the literature reveAlefl three some hat contradictory coocep-

tualizations of test bias. The first definition which requires equality of

means among all groups was not analyzed with the present data. We are quite

skeptical about the value of this definition in that it seems to imply that

measures of performance are ecceptable only if everyone performs at the same

level. Filrthernore, the remedies which have sometimes been suggested

patents of this
s.

development

are seen as

definitioQ, i.e.,

of separate tesrs and/or norms

counterprodpative in overcoming

by.pro-

noastandard-administration of tests and/or

for ,specific racial or .uric

1

problems csocialthe,persistent

class,:; ethnic, and racial discr5TflirPtion it sodiety.

1

The :second conceptualization of bias in test use requires equivalent pre-
'Pe

groups,

,diction systems for all groups. Contrary to tr

Horn, 1

i

tionship between two widely used standardized

t.

lour s. The differences in the outcome

;Ielp.aas udies nay be related to differ

2

6; or .unphreys, 1972 for reviews), our

groups st ied, or differences in method us

regr ssion

sloe or di

eq4ality of

lArge number

4P

Yist'crq"§t previous studies

lerences in slope and iqtercept.

tandard errors 9f estimate were

tes

in previous studies (see

to indicate that the rela-

differs substantially

of t study of test bias and

in ag- level or etbmid or racial

to the equality of the

ed only differences in

frelectio decisions.

il

; _.
,

8

esent study tests of

ed, and resulted 4n aa -o cond
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It is perhaps important to note that our present analysis does not indicate

direction of bias, e.g., whether err6rs of estimate are systematicallyw smaller
lip

or larger for specific groups, whether over or underprediction results for

specific groups if a common regression line is used, etc. These data do

cafe that the assumption of a co=mon regression system for the two tests and

four ethnic groups studied is largely untenable.

Finally, our.dat100/se:-only partially relevant to the gird conceptualiza-

tion of test bias. Although we strongly rest; the use of tests to determine

social policy, we receignize the very legitimate concerns about the social con-
_

sequences of test use. The social consequences of test use, and atfemEtsto__

rectify 6rrent social inequities 'through adj11424 of test scoreS, are issues

\ .

which cannot be resolved

Along with Novick d Peterson 21976) we

ethnicity or race

The recent work of

cultural Pluralisti

1 ocial background

within the realm of strictly empirical app paches.
.

have

o mechanically adjust

4111

reservations about th use of

test scores and/or predicti n equations.

ercer and Leids (1976) indeveloping. the system cf Multi -

Assessment (SOMPA) provides one model for incorp rating

esearch and broadly

ternative s geZ

ethnic br racial data in test interpretations. further

sed social p licy discus' ions are needed regardfyng these

for test us

\ V

9
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Table

Sumdary of Gulliksen-Wilks Tests of Equality of Regr dsion Lines1'

Error Single

of . regression

estimate Slope Intercept plane

MAT Reading on Verbal IQ Yes No

MAT Reading on Perf. IQ Yes - - No

First MAT Reading on Full Scale z-Yes - - No

Grade MAT Math on Verbal IQ /t N:S N:S Yes No

MAT Math on Perf. IQ N:S N:S Yes Nb

MAT Math on Fy11 Scale, N:S N:S Yes No

MAT Reading on V rbal IQ
MAT Reading-on P f. IQ
MAT leading on Full Scale
MAT Ma-Elion Verbal IQ
MAT Matti on Perf. IQ

MAT Math ` on Full Scale

MAT Readin
MATT Readin

Readin"

Math
MA Oath
MAT lath

MAT
erf. IQ N:S

Oadillg.pn erbal IQ :

J MAT Reading 11

7Seventh MAT Reading n 1111 Scale N:/,

Grade MAT Math on- 4 ei al IQ 'Yed

MAT Math on r . IQ .--Yc(d \

MAT Math on 11, Scale Yes ,

on Verbal IQ
on Perf
on Full Scale
oniNerlial IQ_
on Terf. IQ

on '1.11.1'Scle

Yes
Yes
Yet
N:S
N:S
N:S

Yes
N:

Readiaig

Reading
Ninth / MAT Reading
Grade MAT Math

MAT Math
MAT Math..

o/n V r 1 IQ

on Perf. IQ 1:S '

on Full' cale \ :S

on Verbal IQ Yes

on Perf. Q Yes

on Full Sc le Yes

-.L

All tests were conducted at t .05 level.

N:S indicates ndnsigalficant-di

. All tests are sequential. A sig
Yes indicates that, no further tepts sho id be conducted.

ferences.

ificant ouicome indicated in fable by

IR-

N: q/

N: S

Yes

Yes
Yes

N.\S

N:

Yes
Yes'

'Yes

No
No
No-

No
No
No

No
No
No
Ye
No

No

Yes
No
,Yfs

N
,No

No

No

No
No

No
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-Table 2

Standard errors of Estimate, Slope,. intercept and Correlations

for MAT and UISC-R by Group and Grade

CaADE 1

Reading 12- Verbal

..t-,- . 49 Anglo
N. = 40 Black
N = 44 Mexican-American ..

N 7 48 Papago Indian

Reading t2.1 Performance I.2

Anglo
Black
Maxican-Ameriiin
?apago Indian

Readirq Full Scale E
Anglo
Black
Maxican-American
?apago Indian

102 la Verbal .12..

Aught
Black
Maxican-Americat
Papago Ladian ,

Math la Performance 12
7 ..7.-

laglo ..'''

Black
Mimicamt-American
Papago Indian

Math Pull Scale Q
Anglo .

Black
Mexican-American
Papago Indian

Sgest

9.32
6.52
9.08
7.06 .

Slope

.070

..361

.1.9

.21/1

Intercept.

49.2
16.0
25.6
25.0

.13

.65

.44

.36

9.34. .076 48.3, .11

6.70' ..471 - 5.8 .63

9.14 . .337' 20.2 .43

6.74,-- .265 20.7 .46

9.28 .110 . 45.2 ..16

6.09 .448 8.5 .70

8.80 .406 16.2 .49

6.63 .347, . 15.9 .47-

. .

8.32 .187 38.1 .37

17.40 .347 16.3 - .59

.7..88 .421 16.3 .60

7.30 .333 19.8 .45

8.80 .112 44.9 ./t

7.71 .429 ..4, 8.6 .53

9.35 ,237 29.4 :31

7.06 '.315- 17.5 . d50 -

8.39 .222 34.2 , .34

7.25 .411 10.7 .61

8.35 .424 14.1 . .53

6.,73 .439 9.8 .57 .

13
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Table 2 4- Continued

Beading Verbal E.
SEest Sl 6 e Intercept

,8= 51 Ang/o 8.74 .457 11,0 .55

5 = 40 Mack 6.15 .394 17.7 .69

N = 45 Mexican-American 7.73 .298 24.4 .42

5 a 51 PLO Indian 4.88 .225 26.7 .48

Re PAirtz -Performance
0.-

Ah'glo 8.68 .405 15.6 .56

Black 8.09 .285 27.1 .31

Mexican-American 7.39 .362 17.3 .50

Papago Indian .
4.87 .248 20.1 .48

Reading la Full Scale IO
/

6
Anglo
B1at

8.22

6.53

.492

,484
7.4

10.2

.62

.64

Mexican American anll .415 14.0 .54

Papagm Indian 4.68 :290 18.5 .54

Olv

Math la Verbal is

Anglo 8.34 jk .357 i 20.6 -47

Black '- 7.64 w".186 33.1 34
Me scan- American 9.72 .177 36.1 .21

Papago TnaiPTI 7.03 .147 31.8 .24

Math 12z Performance IO

Anglo 8.31 - .315 27.3 .48

Black - 7.70. .283 '24.4 .32 ..

Mexican-American 9.09 .344 . 20.1 .41

,Papago Indian. 4.81 .227 23.1 .34

Math 122: Full Scale -10
1

Anglo' 8.00 -.384 17t8 .53

Black 7.52 .274 25:7 .38

Mexican-krte-rican 9.35 .311 24.1 .34

'.32Papago Indian 6.87 .221 25.3

14



Table 2 - Continued

'GRADE 5 SEest

6.36
5.88

5.96

6.31

.Slope

.514

.448

.430
'-\123

Intercept

6.0
11.0
12.8
36.3

r

.80 .

.72

.70

.20

Rer-ding b; Verbal 1.2

N = 52 Anglo
N = 45 Black
N = 48 MaXican-Pees ...

.5 = 44 Papago _..

Reading kE 'Perin e IA

9.74 .330 20.0 .39Anglo
Black 8.04 .180 31.8 .30

Mexican-AmPrican 7.68 .256 25.2 .40

Papago Indian 6.31 .110 ' 35.5 .19

Readinki Full Scale IO

\\\\\\\Ka

Anglo 6.79 .628 -5.4w .77

Black 6.90 %373 16.6 .57

u=vian-ericanc Am 6.44
6.29

.424

.137

12:2
34.5

.64

.21Papagg/Indian

th ja Verbal I0

Anglo :, 7.53 .424 14.0 .68

Black 6.98 .452 11.7 .66

Merican-Ameritan i 6.82 .302 25.8 .52

Papago Indian 5.97 .347 18.2 .58

Math 12z Peformance M,

9.57 .341 22.7 .36Anglo.

Black 8.14, .315 21.0 .47

Mexican-American 7.50 .207 32.0 .34

Papago Indian 6.10- .106 33.6 .19

Math lz. Full Scale ig
- i 4 f-....

Anglo : . / 7.75 ,521 '. 4.3 .65

Black 114. ,. 7.09 .460 10.4 .64

Mexl:CantAmerican 6.97 .307 24.6 .49

Papago Indian 5.59 .274 21.9 .44

15
4
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Table 2 - Continued

PP4,117 7

?eP-iing hz. Verbal .a

SEast

,.

7.09.

6.69

7..10

6.16

8.43
7.62

8.13
6.84

Slope

.472

.515

.388

.347

.227

.532

-144
.180

intercept

9.9

3.4

15.6
18.7

34.0

1.3
35.4

27.5

r

.63

.75.

.52

, 453

.38

.65

..20

.34

5 = 54

'N = 51,
N = 46
N = 43

Anglo
Black
?carp-AmPrican
?apago imeti.,-1

l'ePdingh-; Performance 10

Anlo
Black
Mexican-American
?apago Indian

P-ePd-fmt. Full Scale M.

Anglo 7.55 .776 19.1 .56,

t Black 6.4? .582 Z=2:1 .77

Mexican-American 7.38 .388 . 14.5 .46

?apago Indi-ap 6.43 .289 20.9 ..47

t

. Math la: Verbal I0

Anglo 8.67 .461 9.4 .54

Black 7.72 .391 15.8 .59

Mexican-American 7.09 .491 7.9 .61

?apago Indian 5.07 .161 .30.8 4 ____....33_

Math hz Performance 10

Anglo 9.39 .281 26.9 .41

Black 8.46 .366 17.5 .47

Mexican-Amprican 8.65 .194 31.9 .26

-Papago Indian 5.02 .141. 29.8 -. .36

. -.

IMath b^ Full tcaleig

line 0 8.77 .401 .15.0 .53

Black 7.72 .427 12.8 .59"._

Mexican-American 7.50 .496 6.3. .55

Papago Indian 4.95 .179
.

28.3 139

ri
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6.12

7.30
6.80
5.99

7.80

8.40
7.63
6.52

;$1ope

.470

.353

.432

.321

.355

.166

.327

.167

Intercept

9.8
16.7

12.7

19,6

-; 20.8
32.8

19.2
28.1

5=44

5=46
5=32
N37

Anglo
Black
hee...can-American

?apago Indian

Reading la Performance IO

Anglo
Black :

Mexican-AmerLan
Papago Indian

Full Scale

Anglo_ 6.25 .519 4.4

.
Black ! t. 7.76 .294 22.1

Mexicarr-Ainerican 6.77 .449 10.0

?apago Indian 4 :* 6.04 .327 16.8
..

Lath z. Verbal 10 - -

Anglo 8.65 .512 1%.:, 5.6

Black .6.00 .182 ''.30.9

F.,exican"-American 7.05 .477 8.7

Papago Indian 4.79 .220 ;::: 27.9-

Math Performance Q

Anzio

...

9.55 .503 . 6.6
. Black . 6.34 .095 38.5

Hexican-American 7.80 .373 14.7
.

.
Papago 7nAtan

.

5.26 .054 39.3 -

/W1112: Full Scale I2

im. Anglo
.

8.32 .612 .' -5.2

. Black , .
. -6.14 ' .15 33:4.

Mexican-American 6.88 .509 . 4.5
- Papago Indian 5.02 .174 30.1

t

17

.72

.55

.62

.49

.46

.28

.50

.31

.70

.46

:63
.47

...,

. ......------"N

.62 . 11

..38
/

.65

.43

.50

.21

.54

-.13-

, .66

i .33

' .67

.32


